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This document will show how mojang chose to keep the community as uninformed as
possible
It will show the complete ignorance of mojang on the highest communication levels.
It will show how far some ppl are willing to go to get what they want.

June 15, 2022  Mojang releases snapshot 22w24a introducing “chat reporting” for 1.19 after
full release!

Pretty much instantly it became clear a large part of the community is not in favor of this and
many were very upset.
While looking through feedback and discord we came across this and it got us instantly
curious.

(FYI: loads of ppl have access to this channel, mostly not under NDA)

notice how this makes it quite clear that MS keeps different communities separated in their
own discord using roles and NDAs, we will come back to that.

well no, not really.
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How so, just go back in time to January with the info we have today demanding access to
knowledge we didn't have at that time?

We'd like to point out that there are 750k servers…

leaving out the fact you are under NDA and in communication with mojang is a conflict of
interest and makes all these tweets extremely biased. We also argue it goes against the
core idea of dispelling misinformation.

let's up the stakes on that…
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and ofc let's check the youtube comments (We caught this happening live!)

It seems like Mojang chose to have a small select group of server owners included in the
process since BEFORE migration, ACTIVELY keeping the majority of players in the
shadows, going as far as having people involved under NDAs. It's extremely clear to us that
these ppl formed an “echo chamber”. That some of these people actively spread
misinformation themselves, stage comments and gaslight all opposition as misinformation,
confusion, clickbait and fear mongering. These are all unacceptable to us and should be
unacceptable for mojang.

The overall community reaction to chat reporting should make it pretty clear these ppl under
NDA only represent a small part of the community. Were convinced if Mojang chose to be
open and upfront about it we wouldn't have seen nearly as much pushback from the
community.

Now let's talk about how mojang chose to treat their content creators that are not under NDA
and had absolutely no clue that mojang was communicating on a different playing field.

There was absolutely 0 prio communication to any content creators in fact only hours before
chat reporting was first released Mojang held the creator summit…
We don't think leaving out chat reporting in the creator summit can be called an accident or
miscommunication at all.

a channel in the same discord locked to content creator role (afawk)
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After almost 2 weeks of radio silence, this was the first time anyone from mojang
approached their content creators. Nothing was ever posted regarding chat reporting in any
of the other channels for smaller creators etc, only in this specific one. Continuing their
select feedback process but that will fall apart here in the next picture.

There was an overwhelming amount of “contra” chat reporting feedback, concerns and fears
by almost all of minecraft content creation in complete contrast to the lounges channel. Most
questions and concerns were answered with shallow excuses and corporate talk tactics
avoiding the actual issues followed by another 2 weeks of complete silence.

Server owners on the other hand get bi-weekly meetings with Mojang

2 weeks later Mojang returns with this info (which at that point we had for weeks looking
simply at the lounge's chat ….) basically letting them know all the feedback they gave never
mattered.

and we'd like to point out their mental gymnastics a little bit.

1. It's extremely clear it wasn't a large group of owners, it most likely was a small group
of large server owners and mostly server software developers.

2. There really hasn't been any underlying issues in communications between teams,
considering over 1 year ago decisions were made to keep the feedback loop under
NDA and away from the public and those decisions have been continued even after
release of the system.

3. This situation was created by Mojang with full intent to keep it that way as long as 12
months ago.

4. Mojang to this day has chosen to keep the community mostly uninformed about all
this and still tries to keep it that way.

5. Mojang keeps their different communities as separated as possible and only interacts
with the ones they deem necessary to be worked on.


